
Fraud in the Singapore Supreme Court

Whoring the Rules of Court
and other clips

Mohamed Helmy
Cairo, January 2022

My Writ of Summons is here.
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https://www.nanyangscandal.com/writ-of-summons-hc-s-413-2021
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IN THE GENERAL DIVISION OF THE HIGH COURT OF THE REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE

Case No.: HC/S 413/2021
Sub Case No.: HC/SUM 2650/2021
Filed: 08-June-2021 11:11 AM
Hearing Date : 23-June-2021
Hearing Time : 9:00 AM
Hearing Type : OS & Summons -
General
Attend Before: Registrar

Between
MOHAMED MUSTAFA MAHMOUD HELMY
(FIN No. G3363781R)

...Plaintiff(s)
And

NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
(Singapore UEN No. 200604393R)

...Defendant(s)

SUMMONS UNDER O18 R 19

To: Plaintiff
MOHAMED MUSTAFA MAHMOUD HELMY
10 JURONG LAKE LINK #15-39 LAKE GRANDE Singapore 648131
Mob No.: 83555817
Email: helmy.m@protonmail.com

Let all parties concerned attend before the Court on the date and time to be assigned for a hearing of an 
application by the Defendant for the following orders:

1.  That the Plaintiff’s claim against the Defendant in HC / S 413 / 2021 be wholly struck out pursuant to 
Order 18 Rules 19(1)(a), (b) and/or (d) of the Rules of Court;

2.  That the timelines for the Defendant to file its Defence be held in abeyance pending the resolution of this 
application;

3.  Costs of and incidental to this application be paid by the Plaintiff to the Defendant; and
4.  Such further or other order(s) as the Honourable Court deems fit. 

The grounds of the application are:

1.  Elaborated in the 1st Affidavit of Goh Ke Min Kevin dated 7 June 2021 filed herein.

Issued by :

Solicitor(s) for the Defendant(s)

RAJAH & TANN SINGAPORE LLP
9 Straits View #06-07 Marina One West Tower
Singapore 018937 
Tel No.: 65353600
Fax No.: 62259630
Email: info@rajahtann.com
File Ref No.: WZR/TWK/ 292401/64
Solicitor in charge: 1. ZHU MING-REN WILSON,
2. TIMOTHY ANG WEI KIAT (HONG WEIJIE)

HC/S413/2021:HC/SUM2650/2021:HC/S413/2021:HC/SUM2650/2021:HC/S413/2021:HC/SUM265

TEH HWEE HWEE
REGISTRAR
SUPREME COURT
SINGAPORE



Summons to strike out:  Whoring the Rules of Court

Timothy Ang and Wilson Zhu at Rajah & Tann filed summons to strike out HC/SUM 2650/2021, shown via

the  link  and  above.  This  means  that  the  Defendant,  Nanyang  Technological  University,  apparently

represented by Ang and Zhu, Rajah & Tann, are asking the Court to kick my case out of Court.

About the Order and Rule

The  Rules of Court which allow a party (here, the Defendant) to kick out the case from Court are under

Order 18. Briefly and in simplistic terms:

• There are two Rules under Order 18 for striking out a case, Rules 19 and 22. The difference between

the two is whether or not both parties have made their pleadings to the Court. The pleadings tell

the Court and the other party what their take on the situation is. If a party does not make pleadings,

then we do not know what their side of the story is.

• If both parties have made their pleadings, then the case comes under Order 18 Rule 19. When the

Court has heard both sides of the story, it can decide whether to strike out the case under that Rule,

or whether there is indeed an issue that can go on to a trial.1

• If  a  party  has  not  made  pleadings,  then  the  Court  has  not  heard  both  sides  of  the  story.  If

proceedings continue, then it is called ‘trial without pleadings’. This scenario comes under Order 18

Rule 22. I could not find a precedent for this Rule. In other words, Order 18 Rule 22 has not been

used in a Singapore Court as far as I know. If you know of a precedent for this Rule in the history of

Singapore, please forward it to me.2

• Pleadings, we are told, are very important. The whole trial will revolve around the pleadings.

1 Or perhaps Alternative Dispute Resolution.

2 It may be interesting to scroll through O 18 r 19 cases in recent years here.
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How the Rules of Court were Whored 

by Timothy Ang and Wilson Zhu at Rajah & Tann 

with the Court’s approval

First Penetration: pretending to strike out under Order 18 Rule 19, but actually striking under Order 18 Rule

22. In other words, pretending to strike out after both Defendant (Nanyang Technological University) and

Plaintiff (myself) have made their pleadings, but actually striking out with no pleadings by the Defendant

and before trial.

• Under Order 18 Rule 19, the Court

can  strike  out  a  case  after  both

parties have made pleadings.

• Obviously,  both  parties,  the

Defendant  and  the  Plaintiff,  must

have  made  their  pleadings  for  this

Order 18 Rule 19 to function. 

• In  this  case  the  parties  are  myself

(Plaintiff,  unrepresented)  and

Nanyang  Technological  University

(Defendant,  also unrepresented but

pretending to be represented by Ang

and Zhu at Rajah & Tann).

• I made my pleadings, my statement

of the claim is here.

• Nanyang  Technological  University

did not make pleadings. This means

that  if  the  case  is  not  struck  out,

then the trial would proceed without

pleadings  under  Order  18  Rule  22.

But the summons made by Ang and

Zhu, as shown above, is under Order

18 Rule 19.

This is just stupid. It is so stupid it did confuse me for a while.3

3 In my Defence, I explain that I had been preparing to present evidence of the statements of fact I had made to

Court  in  my pleadings.  I  was  not  prepared for  shenanegans by  Timothy  Abg and Wilson Zhu,  Rajah & Tann

Singapore LLP. I certainly was not prepared for the fast one pulled by Kenneth Wang Ye, Assistant Registrar of the

Supreme Court of the Republic of Singapore and special assistant to the Chief of Justice Sundaresh Menon.
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Second Penetration: Kick it out one way and/or another.

• If you look at the first point number 1. in HC/SUM 2650/2021 above, you will see that what is being

requested is that my case, HC/S 413/2021, be totally kicked out.

• The reason underlying the request to totally kick out my case is apparently in Order 18 Rule 19(1)

(a), (b), and/or (d).

• Now the Court has to be very careful before kicking out bits of a case, and really very careful before

totally kicking out a case, or so we are told. Because of that, it is very important for the Defendant

to clearly specify which Rules of Court allow for the case to be kicked out. There can be no ‘and/or’

about it. 

Third  Penetration: Nanyang  Technological  University will  never  tell  us  their  side  of  the  story.  Ever.  An

alternative interpenetration is that Nanyang Technological University will tell us their side of the story in

hypothetical time.

• Point number 2. in HC/SUM 2650/2021 above asks that the Defendant hold pleadings ‘in abeyance’

until the case is struck out. 

• What happens after the case is struck out? Well, it’s struck out, totally kicked out of Court. In this

case, in HC/S 413/2021, the Defendant will be able to hold his pleadings ‘in abeyance’ still, after the

case has been kicked out. And what for, one may already ask? Since the case is struck out, in what

forum would we ask Nanyang Technological University for their side of the story? Over tea perhaps?

We will come back to this with the Court Order by Ang and Zhu.

The Money Shot: If you look at the second point number 1. in HC/SUM 2650/2021 above, you will see that

the reasons why my case should be struck out will be found in the Affidavit by Goh.
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The Money Shot: The Affidavit by Goh

The first thing one may notice on the Affidavit by Goh on the top left corner, is that it reads ‘Plaintiff: Goh Ke

Min  Kevin:  1st :  07.06.2021’;  this  is  false.  I,  Mohamed  Mustafa  Mahmoud  Helmy,  am  the  Plaintiff

(unrepresented, litigant in person) in this matter of HC/S 413/2021.

To start with, Kevin Goh cannot

represent  Nanyang

Technological University until: (i)

we  see  something  from  the

Court that says he does; (ii) we

see  something  from  Nanyang

Technological  University that

says he can; and (iii)  it  is  clear

that  Kevin  Goh  will  not  be

arguing about the law, that’s for

Timothy Ang and Wilson Zhu at

Rajah  & Tann; it’s  their  job  to

argue points of law.4

The Affidavit by Goh is a pile of

nonsense mixed with falsities. It

is  not  possible  to  tell  if  Kevin

Goh  is  writing  about  why  the

law  says  my  case  should  be

kicked out, why there is no need

to  study  any  evidence  as  such

before the Court can decide to

kick out my case, nor why in any

case  there  is  nothing  to  be

done.

It  is  interesting  to  note  that

Kevin Goh writes in his Affidavit,

and  repeats,  that  there  is

evidence,  arguments,  content,

some kind of material  which is

very important and that we will

get only later, from Timothy Ang

and  Wilson  Zhu  at  Rajah  &

Tann.

4 Who may represent a company before Court and what kind of evidence this representative may be called upon to

give in Court is in the Rules of Court Orders 1,   41  , and elsewhere. The lawyers’ role in this process is in the Legal

Profession Act (Cap. 161) and elsewhere.
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Where is this material? When will the lawyers send it please? Is it not important for the process of justice

that no one is surprised? When does Goh promise to show us this material, so we are well prepared to

meet Justice? We are not told in the Affidavit by Goh.

The answers are: The Written Submissions, and two days before the hearing with Kenneth Wang Ye.

In the  Affidavit by Goh, look up the Commissioner for Oaths yourself.  You can read my about why the

Affidavit by Goh is a pile of nonsense mixed with falsities in my Affidavits and Written Submissions.

Also, please look at my judgement by default,  HC/SUM 3000/2021 and Form 79A, and summons to strike

out the Affidavit by Goh, HC/SUM 2991/2021.
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Born with It: Order 33 and Eunice Chan Swee En

I met with Assistant Registrar Eunice Chan Swee En twice because apparently she was the Duty Registrar at

the Supreme Court on those days.

On the first  occasion I  met with Eunice Chan Swee En,  I  was concerned with an  Order 33 which had

appeared in correspondence I received from Court. She lied to my face, saying: 

“There is no Order 33 in the matter of HC/S 413/2021.”

Order 33 is partly concerned with the ‘inherent powers of Court’.5 These powers include the power to

ignore the law the Supreme Court put in place, such as the Rules of Court.

Obviously if there is a law which can be conveniently ignored, then it is not much of a law. 

It appears the Supreme Court of the Republic of Singapore and other Officers of the same prefer to twist

the law, rather than be caught conveniently ignoring it. In the matter of HC/S 413/2021, it appears they

were caught whoring it.

5 The inherent powers of Court are to be found elsewhere from time to time notably under a Miscellaneous Order 

of the Rules of Court.
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Lights...Camera...ACTION! The hearing with Kenneth Wang Ye6

On Wednesday  the  14th of  July  2021,  in  the  first  and  last  hearing  of  HC/S  413/2021  before  Assistant

Registrar Kenneth Wang Ye, Special Assistant to the Chief of Justice Sundaresh Menon:

1. Timothy Ang and Wilson Zhu at  Rajah & Tann apparently representing the Defendant  Nanyang

Technological University argued that since my contract says I can be fired at any time for no reason,

and since it appears that I was given one month in lieu of notice (in reality, I was not, click here for

more), therefore Nanyang Technological University has fulfilled its obligations.

2. I asked to be shown the Court documents which show that Timothy Ang and Wilson do represent

Nanyang Technological University, as well as the Court documents which allow Kevin Goh to argue

on behalf of Nanyang Technological University. In addition, I politely outlined whoring of the Rules

of Court by Timothy Ang and Wilson Zhu.

6 Click here for a bullshit transcript of the hearing, and here (from Samsuri) to see that it was sent to me by Court,

after my  request for grounds of decision,  and that the Court titled it  notes of evidence.  Click  here for related

correspondence by Ang and Zhu.
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3. My  contract  as  such  is

irrelevant,  since  I  was

ordered to engage in illegal

activity,  and  since  illegal

means  were  attempted  to

harass,  intimidate,  extort,

defraud,  drive  me  off,  and

shut me up. In other words,

that my case should not be

judged  according  to  the

Employment Act  only  while

ignoring all other statutes of

Singapore.

4. At  twelve  o’clock  noon,

Assistant  Registrar  Kenneth

Wang  Ye  adjourned  the

hearing  for  lunch.  It

appeared  that  he  had

conceded  that  my  case  is

factually  and  legally

sustainable,  and  what

remained for me to present

to Court is legislation which

entitles  me  to  damages

(monetary  compensation).7

This was done.

5. After reaching the end of what had appeared to be a hearing, Kenneth Wang Ye appeared to go

back to the beginning, and pronounced the following:

Even if the Affidavit by Goh is forged,

and even if Timothy Ang and Wilson Zhu have no warrant to act
(do not represent Nanyang Technological University),

I would still strike out your case.

6. Assistant Registrar Kenneth Wang Ye in Chambers initially struck out HC/S 413/2021 under Order 18

Rules 19(1)(a), (b) and (c). After an awkward silence, he corrected himself and struck it out under

Rules 19(1)(a), (b), and (d). Click here please.

7 Kenneth  had  me  fooled.  He  conducted  the  hearing  in  such  ruthless  manner,  I  honestly  thought  he  would

administer justice.
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Switch bitch:8 

OCBC takes my money

Some  time  after  the  hearing

with  Kenneth  Wang  Ye

(Supreme Court), Timothy Ang,

and Wilson Zhu (Rajah & Tann)

along  with  Eunice  Chan  Swee

En (Supreme  Court) appear to

have forged an Authentic Court

Order.  This  production  or

product was used to steal  my

money.  Those  forged  Court

Orders can be found here.

It  appears  this  forged

document  was  sent  to

Oversea-Chinese  Banking

Corporation (OCBC),

whereupon  OCBC took all  the

money  in  the  bank  account  I

had  with  them.  Every  last

dollar. 

When  I  asked  OCBC staff  to

please explain to me why was

my money taken, I received the

following replies: (i)  that I will

not be told why my money was

taken until the bank is ready to

tell me; (ii) that my money was

taken because  of  a  garnishee

order  to show cause;  and (iii)

that  my  money  was  taken

because  of  a  garnishee  order

which  conveniently  appeared

some time after I  pointed out

that a garnishee order to show

cause is not a garnishee order.

8 See Roald Dahl.
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When I ask OCBC staff to please tell me where did my money go to, to whom was my money given, into

which bank account was my money transferred, OCBC staff reply that I will not receive this information. This

is the case still.

One can prove the  Authentic Court Order  generated apparently by Timothy Ang, Wilson Zhu, and Eunice

Chan is forged by scanning the QR code and following the instructions given by the producers or service

provider of that product.  One may then discover that what appears to be an  Authentic Court Order by

Timothy Ang, Wilson Zhu, and Eunice Chan Swee En is not in the case HC/S 413/2021; in other words, it is

forged.

In any case, the Singapore Judiciary appear to have agreed that the Court orders by Timothy Ang, Wilson

Zhu, and Eunice Chan are forged. Read on for more on why the Singapore Court finds it acceptable for OCBC

to steal all of someone’s money using a forged Court Order.
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The Fluffer: 

Reuben

It  is  said  that  an  essence  of

humor  is  to  insist  on  form

while  losing  substance.9

Assistant  Registrar  Reuben

Ong Zhihao achieved this with

distinction.10 And Honors.

One  day  I  met  with  Reuben,

Duty  Registrar  for  that  day.  I

asked him if there is any Court

order,  judgement,  garnishee

order  to  show  cause,  and/or

garnishee order in the matter

of HC/S 413/2021. 

Reuben  replied  that  he  may

not give me ‘legal advice’ and

that  I  should  go  to

CrimsonLogic/LawNet  Service

Bureau  for  the  information

requested. 

9 For instance, see Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comic by Henri Bergson.

10 In his favor, Rueben did start the hearing by reading me a spiel on ‘not to record this hearing using an audio and/or

visual device, in line with the instructions I received in the notice sent to me by Court’. Of course, I immediately

denied any allegation that I had received notice from court. I had just an hour or so earlier asked the Supreme

Court Registry reception desk to see the Duty Registrar please. Thankfully, Reuben explained that that was simply

an accident, and that nevertheless those instructions which may have been in a notice I could have received still

stand. In this way, I think Reuben did abandon form somewhat, in favor of some kind of substance.
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I  reported  to  Reuben  that

CrimsonLogic  denied two of my

‘request  to  inspect  Court

documents  on  eLitigation  on

premises’, and so I am unable to

see  putative  Court  documents

such as those mentioned. I was

also unable to obtain access to

putative  documents  by

attending  in  person  at  The

Registry’s  reception  desk,  and

so  my  wish  to  speak  with  his

Honor that day. 

Reuben said  that  since  my  problem appears  to  be  that  I  cannot  see my documents  after  the  Court’s

approval, and since the problem appears to be with a CrimsonLogic or eLitigation product, therefore he is

unable to provide technical expertise, such as with a faulty screen or display. I should therefore consult

with, for example, CrimsonLogic’s technical team to resolve potential issues with the output device used to

display putative Court documents.

It appeared the Registry is not interested in talking with the customer except through the authorized service

provider, i.e. CrimsonLogic.
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If  you look at  Order 63A,  you will  see  that  those Rules  of  Court  leave very  little  doubt  about  who is

administering justice. It is the Court of course, and at its gate stand the Registry. So if you tell the Court

‘something  about  my  communication  with  Court  through  CrimsonLogic  appears  unfaithful’,  Order  63A

means that the Court may listen to you directly. ‘May’, of course, because the Court can do what it likes, of

course.11 Like  kick  out  a  case  under  Order  18  Rule  19(1)(a),  (b),  and/or (d),  and/or even  (c),  without

pleadings.

In general, I observed Court protocol and recommended Practice Direction  s   except for wearing a tie. During

the  hearing  with  Reuben,  I  took  permission  to  plug  my  laptop  into  a  vacant  socket,  as  opposed  to

unplugging a proximal and unused monitor (Reuben had prohibited me from doing so). When I moved

towards a vacant plug as Reuben did something with his computer, Reuben reprimanded me for not re-

taking permission to move, and instructed me to ‘continue observing Court protocol as I have been doing’.

This is true to form. The substance however is unknown.

11 Court Can! Can! listen to client directly. Also can. Also cannot.
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No dig’ity:

No law for negligence

In the Small Claims Tribunals, the State Courts of the Republic of Singapore, the matter of SCT/16848/2021.

It was established that there is no law under which OCBC may not take all the money in your bank account

after receiving a forged court order from Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP.

And thus, there was no negligence for law.

The matter is summed up in a question put to me by a Sinapore Justice in a Zoom Court hearing before a

judge:

Is there a law which says that OCBC must scan the QR code 
of an Authentic Court Order 

before acting upon it and taking all your money?

To the best of my knowledge, the answer is: No. Like, specifically.

Therefore, her Honor would have, the problem is one of negligence.12 

12 It had already been established in the  Zoom  hearing with her Honor that no crime was committed since the

procedure for handling such a crime is with the Attorney General, not with Mohamed Mustafa. 
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Since negligence by OCBC is not within the jurisdiction of the Small Claims Tribunals, I must seek remedy

elsewhere.13 

I readily agreed with her Honor’s legalization of the matter. It is unjust and sound.

Prior to coming before her Honor, SCT/16848/2021 was heard by Assistant Registrar Jonathan Low. 

An  ape,  including  human,  is  a  monkey  with  no  tail.   Assistant  Registrar  Jonathan  Low  appeared

uncomfortable in his suit on the morning of Friday the 15th of October in the  State Courts of Singapore,

hearing the matter of SCT/16848/2021. Perhaps because the suit appeared to be wearing him. 

13 It had already been established in the  Zoom hearing with her Honor that being ‘advised accordingly’ may not

include advising the client on where to go outside the Small Claims Tribunals. However, this is incongruent with

the advice I received from Assistant Registrar Jonathan Low in the hearing of 15 October 2021. He ‘just gave an

order of dismissal’ because the case was not in the jurisdiction of the Small Claims Tribunals, rather it was in the

jurisdiction of others mentioned here in the appeal against Low.
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Rub ‘a dub dub: The Chief of Justice

I sent letters to the Singapore Judiciary, to ask for a fair trial. That and the Court’s response is here.
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What next? Stay stuned.

Click here for Court Documents.
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